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1. Introduction

On the way to a comprehensive understanding of the properties of a burning plasma the physics
of super-thermal particles due to external heating and fusion reactions plays a key role. Espe-
cially Alfvén and Alfvén-acoustic type instabilities are predicted to strongly interact with the
fast particle population and to contribute critically to the radial redistribution of the energetic
ions [1, 2, 3].
In this paper the role of low-frequency modes in the frequency range ωA > ω' ωti∼>ωbi∼>ωp∗
for the stability and the fast particle transport is investigated. Here, ωA is the Alfvén frequency,
ωti and ωbi are the transit resp. bounce frequency of the thermal ions and ωp∗ is the diamagnetic
frequency. For typical ASDEX Upgrade parameters and low toroidal mode numbers n = 2−6,
these frequencies are of the order 30− 100 KHz. It was reported that whenever modes in this
frequency band are present, the direct (caused by the mode itself) and indirect (caused by other
modes such as TAEs that are simultaneously present) fast particle losses increase significantly
[4] . Therefore, these modes are not only effective in redistributing energetic particles in the
plasma core (ρpol = 0.1−0.4) but also drive other modes more unstable that are localised fur-
ther outside (for TAEs typically ρpol = 0.6) and that may have very different frequencies.
In the first part the linear properties of these modes are investigated using analytical theory and
the linear gyrokinetic code LIGKA [5]. Especially the dependence on the background gradients
and the inclusion of trapped particle dynamics is addressed. In the second part, the non-linear
evolution of these modes and their interaction with TAE modes is investigated.

2. Local Analysis

The kinetic dispersion relation for this low frequency regime has been first derived in the bal-
looning representation [6] . A generalised expression including finite Larmor orbit and finite
orbit width effects can be found in reference [7]. Several alternative derivations were reported
recently [8, 9]. Elongation effects for the GAM dispersion relation that in the long wave-length
limit is described by the same dispersion relation [10, 11, 12, 8, 13] were analytically and
numerically investigated [14, 15]. Also trapped particles were included in the dispersion rela-
tion, demonstrating that the continuum accumulation shifts down in frequency with increasing
trapped particle fraction [16, 17] . Furthermore, the importance of the sideband generation due
to the asymmetry in the ω∗ terms for mid-n MHD modes has been pointed out in [18, 17]
This dispersion relation predicts a splitting of the continuum minimum at the q = 1 surface for
different poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (n = m). This splitting of the BAEs has been ob-
served at Tore Supra[19], however no detailed mode number analysis was possible so far. The
recent upgrades of the soft X-ray camera system at ASDEX Upgrade [20] motivated dedicated
experiments concerning this issue. In fig. 1 the spectrograms of two central SXR channels
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FIG. 1. Profiles for a model equilibrium based on the discharges #20488 and #25549 (left). Right:
spectrogram of two central channels of the SXR camera show a splitting of the BAE mode (#25549). The
correlation of several channels allows for a reliable determination of the poloidal mode numbers.
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Introduction

• Modes with frequencies between those of toroidicity-

induced Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) and the kink insta-

bility observed recently using soft X-ray and fast ion loss

detectors at ASDEX Upgrade during ICRH shots.

• Modes seem to exist close to the q = 1 surface: Proposed

that these are beta-induced Alfvén eigenmodes (BAEs).

• Aim is to investigate effects of diamagnetic drift frequency

on BAE frequency accumulation point.

Beta-Induced Alfvén Eigenmodes
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Figure 1: (a) Normalized real Alfvén frequency continuum. (b) Nor-

malized imaginary Alfvén frequency continuum.

• BAEs are electromagnetic, n �= 0 perturbations, driven by

energetic particles, usually located in the plasma core.

• Occur in the low frequency gap caused by coupling between

an Alfvén wave and a sound wave, at frequency below Alf-

vén continuum minimum.

• Geodesic curvature and compressibility are responsible for

the departure from cylindrical symmetry that creates a

low-frequency gap which increases with beta.

Experimental Observations

Mode Activity

Figure 2: (a) Mode activity during successive sawtooth cycles. (b)

BAE mode frequency splitting for n = 3 − 6.

• What appear to be BAEs have been observed in certain

AUG discharges during sawtooth activity.

• Modes visible between 60kHz and 80kHz observed to dip

signifigantly in frequency during the first half of the saw-

tooth cycle before chirping upwards.

• Definite mode frequency splittings observed and are found

to correspond to toroidal mode numbers n = 3, 4, 5 and 6
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cle. (b) Temperature differences between neighbouring ECE channels

surrounding q = 1 surface.

• Strong evidence of relationship between the evolution of

the core plasma temperature during the sawtooth cycle

and mode behaviour.

• q = 1 surface inferred from ECE measurements to lie at

approximately ρpol = 0.35

• Temperature differences appear as an initial steepening of

gradient followed by flattening due to precursor oscillations

which expel particles and decrease the gradient.

Numerical Analysis

BAE/GAM/KBM Dispersion Relations

• Kinetic balooning mode dispersion relation was re-derived

for the gyrokinetic model underlying the eigenvalue code

LIGKA, based on a Fourier expansion in the poloidal angle

but keeping full resonances.

• Keeping m ± 1-sidebands, geodesic curvature and sound

wave coupling by appropriate approximation of the propa-

gator integrals leads to:

General kinetic expression in the ballooning limit [Zonca,PoP

(1996,2008)]:
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k�,mvthi

• The terms in the equation represent the following factors H

(Geodesic Curvature), N (Coupling terms) and D (Sound

Wave). TAE coupling term kept for completeness.

• Equation modified to take account of plasma elongation ef-

fects (κ = 1.67) and Zeff (Zeff = 1.6.) [Gao, PoP (2008)]

Equilibrium Reconstruction

• Equilibrium reconstructions carried out for a number of ti-

mepoints during sawtooth cycle to determine realistic tem-

perature, density and q-profiles.
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Figure 4: (a) Fitted Te profiles near q = 1 surface during sawtooth

cycle. (b) Experimental Te profile from ECE diagnostic.

• As the modes are observed at the same location after the

crash, the q = 1 surface was assumed fixed at approxima-

tely ρpol = 0.35

• q0 assumed to decrease from q0 = 1.00 at the beginning of

the cycle to q0 ≈ 0.95 at the end of the cycle.

BAEs and Interaction with Sawtooth Cycle

• Figure 5 shows the BAE accumulation points for various

toroidal mode numbers at the maximum and minimum

values of the temperature gradient.

• BAE frequency minima chirp upwards in time at the end

of the sawtooth cycle and modes with higher toroidal mode

numbers experience a greater downward shift.
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Figure 5: Evolution of BAE minima with temperature gradient.

Comparison with Experiment

• Numerical results agree qualitatively with the experimental

when Doppler shift of nfrot included. frot = 3kHz inferred

from precursor oscillation frequency.

• The BAE frequency also subject to a downshift of appro-

ximately 20% as a result of trapped particle effects

• Quantitatively, the numerical results are found to be sever-

al kHz above the experimental ones.

• This could be a result of the omission of density gradi-

ent shifts, an over-estimation of Zeff effects or an under-

estimation of trapped particle effects.

Figure 6: Comparison of numerical results with experimental ones.

Diamagnetic Effects

• Diamagnetic effects become very important close to the

BAE minimum as ω∗p ∝ ∇T .

•ω∗p varies between approximately one and two thirds of

the BAE frequency, depending on the mode number.

• When the mode and diamagnetic frequency become com-

parable, for higher toroidal mode numbers, the BAE

branch appears to couple to the ion diamagnetic branch.

• Small jump in the temperature of some of the ECE chan-

nels, accompanied by a sudden up-chirp in the mode fre-

quency observed at t = 2.138s (See Figs 2 & 3)

Conclusions and Outlook

• Correlation observed experimentally between changing

temperature gradients and mode frequencies during the

sawtooth cycle: Confirmed numerically.

• Appears that this is related to the diamagnetic frequency

which becomes an appreciable fraction of the mode fre-

quency in this situation, as well as elongation and Zeff

• Hoped to extend this analysis in the future by including

variations in the density profile during the sawtooth cycle

and to apply it to the investigation of beta-induced Alfvén-

acoustic eigenmodes (BAAEs).
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• What appear to be BAEs have been observed in certain

AUG discharges during sawtooth activity.
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cycle. (b) Experimental Te profile from ECE diagnostic.

• As the modes are observed at the same location after the

crash, the q = 1 surface was assumed fixed at approxima-

tely ρpol = 0.35
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the departure from cylindrical symmetry that creates a

low-frequency gap which increases with beta.

Experimental Observations

Mode Activity

Figure 2: (a) Mode activity during successive sawtooth cycles. (b)

BAE mode frequency splitting for n = 3 − 6.

• What appear to be BAEs have been observed in certain

AUG discharges during sawtooth activity.

• Modes visible between 60kHz and 80kHz observed to dip

signifigantly in frequency during the first half of the saw-

tooth cycle before chirping upwards.

• Definite mode frequency splittings observed and are found

to correspond to toroidal mode numbers n = 3, 4, 5 and 6
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cview (gdc) v3.55  - User: dbc - Wed Jun  9 15:32:16 2010          dbc/cview/StdSet/dbc_ss1.cvs  :  25549Figure 3: (a) Core ECE temperature channels during sawtooth cy-

cle. (b) Temperature differences between neighbouring ECE channels

surrounding q = 1 surface.

• Strong evidence of relationship between the evolution of

the core plasma temperature during the sawtooth cycle

and mode behaviour.

• q = 1 surface inferred from ECE measurements to lie at

approximately ρpol = 0.35

• Temperature differences appear as an initial steepening of

gradient followed by flattening due to precursor oscillations

which expel particles and decrease the gradient.

Numerical Analysis

BAE/GAM/KBM Dispersion Relations

• Kinetic balooning mode dispersion relation was re-derived

for the gyrokinetic model underlying the eigenvalue code

LIGKA, based on a Fourier expansion in the poloidal angle

but keeping full resonances.

• Keeping m ± 1-sidebands, geodesic curvature and sound

wave coupling by appropriate approximation of the propa-

gator integrals leads to:

General kinetic expression in the ballooning limit [Zonca,PoP

(1996,2008)]:

ω2(1 − ω∗p
ω ) − (k2

�m+k2
�m+1)±

√
(k2

�m−k2
�m+1)

2+4�2ρpol
2k2

�mk2
�m+1

2(1−�2ρpol
2) =

2(
�

2
1+κ2)

v2
thi

R2
0
([−Hm−1(xm−1) − Hm+1(xm+1)]+

τ [N
m(xm−1)N

m−1(xm−1)
Dm−1(xm−1)

+ Nm(xm+1)N
m+1(xm+1)

Dm+1(xm+1)

ωp∗ = ω∗n + ω∗T = Ti/(eB)kθ(∇n/n)(1 + η); η = ∇T
T /∇n

n ; xm = ω
k�,mvthi

• The terms in the equation represent the following factors H

(Geodesic Curvature), N (Coupling terms) and D (Sound

Wave). TAE coupling term kept for completeness.

• Equation modified to take account of plasma elongation ef-

fects (κ = 1.67) and Zeff (Zeff = 1.6.) [Gao, PoP (2008)]

Equilibrium Reconstruction

• Equilibrium reconstructions carried out for a number of ti-

mepoints during sawtooth cycle to determine realistic tem-

perature, density and q-profiles.
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Figure 4: (a) Fitted Te profiles near q = 1 surface during sawtooth

cycle. (b) Experimental Te profile from ECE diagnostic.

• As the modes are observed at the same location after the

crash, the q = 1 surface was assumed fixed at approxima-

tely ρpol = 0.35

• q0 assumed to decrease from q0 = 1.00 at the beginning of

the cycle to q0 ≈ 0.95 at the end of the cycle.

BAEs and Interaction with Sawtooth Cycle

• Figure 5 shows the BAE accumulation points for various

toroidal mode numbers at the maximum and minimum

values of the temperature gradient.

• BAE frequency minima chirp upwards in time at the end

of the sawtooth cycle and modes with higher toroidal mode

numbers experience a greater downward shift.
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Figure 5: Evolution of BAE minima with temperature gradient.

Comparison with Experiment

• Numerical results agree qualitatively with the experimental

when Doppler shift of nfrot included. frot = 3kHz inferred

from precursor oscillation frequency.

• The BAE frequency also subject to a downshift of appro-

ximately 20% as a result of trapped particle effects

• Quantitatively, the numerical results are found to be sever-

al kHz above the experimental ones.

• This could be a result of the omission of density gradi-

ent shifts, an over-estimation of Zeff effects or an under-

estimation of trapped particle effects.

Figure 6: Comparison of numerical results with experimental ones.

Diamagnetic Effects

• Diamagnetic effects become very important close to the

BAE minimum as ω∗p ∝ ∇T .

•ω∗p varies between approximately one and two thirds of

the BAE frequency, depending on the mode number.

• When the mode and diamagnetic frequency become com-

parable, for higher toroidal mode numbers, the BAE

branch appears to couple to the ion diamagnetic branch.

• Small jump in the temperature of some of the ECE chan-

nels, accompanied by a sudden up-chirp in the mode fre-

quency observed at t = 2.138s (See Figs 2 & 3)

Conclusions and Outlook

• Correlation observed experimentally between changing

temperature gradients and mode frequencies during the

sawtooth cycle: Confirmed numerically.

• Appears that this is related to the diamagnetic frequency

which becomes an appreciable fraction of the mode fre-

quency in this situation, as well as elongation and Zeff

• Hoped to extend this analysis in the future by including

variations in the density profile during the sawtooth cycle

and to apply it to the investigation of beta-induced Alfvén-

acoustic eigenmodes (BAAEs).

0.19
0.17
0.15
0.13

0.34        0.38         0.42

FIG. 2. The continuous spectrum for different toroidal/poloidal mode numbers shows a splitting of the
accumulation point close to the q = 1 surface at ρpol = 0.37 (left); On the right, the influence of the
background temperature profile on the BAE and the diamagnetic (BAAE) branch at the q = 1 surface is
demonstrated. ω is normalised to the on-axis Alfvén frequency ωA.

for discharge #25549 are shown. Two sawtooth periods with a crashes at t = 2.08,2.12 and
2.16s are visible. Clearly, several modes in the BAE frequency regime can be seen. Differ-
ent channels detect a different amplitude ratio of the individual modes (see middle and right
spectrogram of fig. 1; in total 12 channels are available within the q = 1 surface) and in combi-
nation with a toroidal mode number analysis using the Mirnov coil system, the mode numbers
n = m = 3,4,5,6 could be determined with high confidence.
In order to model this splitting and its evolution during the sawtooth periods, the kinetic disper-

sion relation in the circulating particle limit was solved with a post-processing tool for the equi-
librium code CLISTE [21, 22]. Figure 2 demonstrates that the accumulation point of the kinetic
continuum at the q = 1 surface is not degenerated for different toroidal mode numbers (left) and
for different values of the background gradients, ωp∗ = ω∗n +ω∗T = Ti/(eB)kθ(∇n/n)(1+η)

with η = ∇T
T /∇n

n . A detailed analysis and comparison with the experiment, including q-profile,
temperature and pressure variation for various discharges can be found in ref. [22]. As men-
tioned above, circulating particles with v‖/v < 1 and trapped particles modify the continuous
spectrum with respect to the v‖/v = 1 case. For the three different temperature profiles of figure
1, figure 3 shows that there is not only a significant frequency downshift by about 20-30 %
but also a shift into the stable part of the complex plane. Clearly this is due to an increasing
ion Landau damping for lower frequencies. Nevertheless, in the case of the steep background
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temperature gradient , the minimum of the continuum is marginally stable. This suggests that
especially for higher mode numbers (in this example n = 4 was used) a destabilisation without
energetic particles is possible [7], as will be demonstrated below.
Finally, it should be noted that only if the trapped particle dynamics is included, a good agree-
ment (∼ 5%) between the experimental frequencies and the accumulation point of the continu-
ous spectrum can be found [22].

3. Global Analysis

So far it was assumed that the BAE modes are close to the accumulation point of the spectrum.
This analytical prediction is tested by solving the full system of quasi-neutrality, gyrokinetic
moment and gyrokinetic equation employing the linear eigenvalue code LIGKA. A new iterative
method for finding the eigenvalues of a matrix whose elements depend in a non-linear way on
the eigenvalues was tested and successfully compared to the Nyquist contour solver and the an-
tenna version of the code. The combination of all the three methods allow for a fast and reliable
detection of in principle all eigenmodes in the complex frequency plane. Also sub-dominant
and heavily damped branches can be found and traced. In fig. 4 the electrostatic potential of
the least damped eigenmodes, their mode frequency and their damping rates for the three dif-
ferent temperature profiles (fig. 1) are shown. As expected by theoretical analysis [8, 10], the
modes are peaked around the q = 1 surface. Their radial width increases slightly with increas-
ing temperature gradient. The mode frequency is close to the continuum accumulation point:
for the flat and the intermediate profile it is slightly below, and for the steep profile it is above
the accumulation point. In analogy to the TAE nomenclature, a mode above the continuum
that couples to the kinetic Alfvén branch is called kinetic BAE (kBAE) [25] in the following.
The red dashed line in fig. 4 demonstrates that the rather strongly damped mode - mostly by
ion Landau damping - in the flat profile case (γ/ω = −7.0%) is destabilised by a steep back-
ground temperature profile (γ/ω = +1.0%). Other eigenmodes for Tsteep with damping rates
between−5 and−20% are shown in fig 5. With a slightly higher frequency than the continuum
(ω = 0.127ωA;γ/ω = −12%), a kBAE with a higher radial mode number (black dotted in fig.
5) than the most unstable kBAE in fig 4 was found. Below the continuum a mode exists that
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is strongly coupled to an acoustic mode at ρpol = 0.2. Whereas all the modes discussed before
have a clear electromagnetic (’Alfvénic’) polarisation, this mode has a strong electrostatic com-
ponent (fig. 5, right) and is therefore strongly damped (ω = 0.120ωA;γ/ω =−30%). At much
lower frequency ω = 0.07ωA a mode with broader radial structure, different side band coupling,
stronger electrostatic properties and moderate damping γ/ω =−7% was found. This frequency
regime corresponds to the BAAE range [23] in a fluid model. It should be noted that in this
low frequency range fluid theory has only very limited validity and therefore mode frequency,
mode structure and existence conditions can be very different in a MHD model compared to the
results presented here. For a detailed discussion of the differences of kinetic and fluid theory
see ref. [26].
Experimentally, both BAE and ’BAAE’ can be driven unstable by energetic ICRF-generated
ions. (It should be noted that the steep background temperature profile used here for demon-
stration purposes is exceeding typical experimental values, whereas the intermediate one is
realistic.) It can be shown that for an isotropic slowing down distribution function the contribu-
tion of the real and imaginary part of δWf ast is such that it destabilises the mode and deepens
the potential well for the localisation of the gap mode. For realistic, non-isotropic distribution
functions also the energetic particle branches of the modes may be excited. Further analysis is
on the way.

4. Non-linear consequences

The importance of these core localised modes becomes obvious when the overall transport of
energetic particles is investigated. It is well known that several modes with similar frequency
at different radial locations cause an increased transport due to resonance overlapping in phase
space. Here the question is addressed, how modes with very different frequencies and resonance
conditions ω− nωprec− pωb = 0 can interact, e.g. TAEs and BAEs, as seen experimentally
[4]. Here, ω is the mode frequency, ωprec the toroidal precession frequency, n the toroidal
mode number, ωb the bounce frequency of the trapped particles and p numbers the bounce
harmonics. Employing the drift-kinetic, non-linear HAGIS code[28] allows to identify not only
the resonance conditions and the regions of overlap in phase space but also the overall mode
saturation levels for single and multi-mode cases. Based on the ASDEX-Upgrade discharge
#21083 (for the equilibrium parameters see ref. [4] ) non-linear simulations were carried out
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4.3. Enhanced Fast Particle Losses due to Multiple Modes

BAE reveals that the mode signal consists of a mixture of eigenmodes with a dominant
(n,m) = (4, 4) component.
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Figure 4.26.: Frequency spectrum showing the Alfvén and sound continuum (left) and the
corresponding eigenfunctions of the BAE and the TAE, both n = 4 (right).
The radial extensions of the BAE and TAE eigenfunctions are drawn at their
discrete frequencies.

The frequency continua for n = 4 are shown in figure 4.26. The BAE is found at the
upper edge of the BAE gap. The corresponding eigenfunction only consists of one dominant
poloidal harmonic m = 4. The mode is localized at the radial position ρpol ≈ 0.45 and
overlaps radially with the n = 4-TAE. The radial position of the BAE amplitude deviates
from the experimental measurement ρpol,exp ≈ 0.25 (Fig. 4.2). The difference can be caused
by an inexact q-profile from the equilibrium reconstruction or by the missing of kinetic ef-
fects in the MHD code CASTOR. Calculations with the gyrokinetic code LIGKA [68] have
shown that the radial BAE position shifts to the plasma centre [29]. Since the mode is also
detected clearly at ρpol ≈ 0.45 in the experiment (Fig. 4.27), this allows for the application
of the simulated MHD eigenmode for the following simulations.
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Figure 4.27.: Spectrogram of a soft X-ray measurement (line of sight at half minor radius).
The n = 4-BAE and the TAEs with toroidal mode number n = 3 − 5 are
clearly visible.
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4. Simulation Results

As for the single n = 4-TAE in section 4.2, the same simulation conditions (315000 mark-
ers, fast particle beta βf = 0.3%) and the same fast particle distribution functions in real
space and energy (Fig. 4.10 and 4.11) are applied.
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Figure 4.28.: Mode evolution of the BAE and the TAE, both n = 4, which are simulated
simultaneously (left). Right: Enlargement of the mode evolution (black box
on the left side).

At the beginning (Fig. 4.28), the TAE amplitude grows nearly with the same growth
rate as for the single TAE case and starts to saturate. However, the BAE starts at a
higher growth rate compared to the single simulation (dashed blue line) which saturates
at an amplitude of A = 3.4 · 10−4. The BAE amplitude grows up to the TAE amplitude,
A = 5.4 · 10−4. From this point on, t ≈ 9.0 · 10−4 s, both mode amplitudes increase further
and do not reach a saturated level. For the time t > 2.3 · 10−3 s both modes also show an
additional nonlinear growth.
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Figure 4.29.: Temporary and mean growth rate of the BAE and the TAE, both n = 4,
which are simulated simultaneously. For comparison, the growth rates for
the single eigenmodes are also displayed.

Superimposed on both amplitudes is an oscillation with a frequency of ω ≈ 100 kHz which
is phase-shifted by π between the BAE and the TAE (Fig. 4.28, right). The oscillation is
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FIG. 6. Radial mode structure (left) and mode evolution of an n = 4 BAE mode and an n = 4 TAE mode
(right): the dashed lines indicate runs where just one mode was present in the system, the solid lines
show the evolution when both modes are present simultaneously.

with a fast particle distribution (hydrogen, fast deuterium neglected) that is is slowing down in
energy and isotropic in pitch angle. Although this simplification is not true for ICRF generated
energetic particles, it will allow one to first understand the qualitative features of the driving
mechanism. Figure 6 shows the mode evolution of a single n= 4 BAE mode with fBAE = 50kHz
and a single n = 4 TAE mode with fTAE = 150 kHz together with a case where both modes were
simultaneously present. The drive β f = 0.3% was kept constant. As expected for the single
mode cases, the mode amplitude saturates once the fast particle gradient around at the position
of the mode has flattened. In the case with both modes present , the TAE amplitude and growth
rate is up to about t = 1 ·10−3s very similar to the single mode case, whereas the BAE growth
rate is larger during the whole simulation time. Furthermore, when the BAE amplitude becomes
comparable to the TAE amplitude at t ≈ 1 ·10−3s, both mode start growing again to very high
amplitudes.

This clearly demonstrates that there is an effective coupling mechanism between both modes.
An analysis of the changes in phase space explains the mechanism: on the left of fig. 7 the
resonance plot of trapped energetic ions in the energy-Z plane is shown. Here the coordinate
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Figure 4.32.: Total radial redistributions of the fast particles at time t = 2.0 · 10−3 s (aver-
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4.14) and a single BAE (blue). If both modes are present, the BAE induced
particle ensemble between both modes is further redistributed by the TAE.
Right: Due to the radial localization of the BAE, the BAE mode growth is
increased because of an increased radial gradient caused by the TAE.
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Figure 4.33.: Resonance lines for the BAE and the TAE for different bounce harmonics p
(left). Right: The redistribution of trapped particles caused by the BAE and
the TAE for the point in time, t = 8.0 · 10−4 s (left). The redistribution for
the low energetic ions with E = 130 keV is increased due to the larger radial
gradient and the intersection of the resonance lines (left).

This process increases the mean gradient in the fast particle pressure profile ∇p from
equation (4.8) at the radial BAE position by about 8% but does not explain the increase
of the BAE growth rate by about 14%. An additional drive mechanism must be present
simultaneously to resolve all observations.
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4.3. Enhanced Fast Particle Losses due to Multiple Modes

Due to the phase locking of the energetic ions, a redistribution of the double-resonant par-
ticles does not happen which is in significant contrast to the gradient-driven mode growth.
A further distinction between both mechanisms is the radial direction of the transfer. Whilst
the radially outward redistributed particles transfer their energy to the waves at the radial
mode position, the particles trapped in the exchange mechanism can transfer net energy
radially both inwards and outwards depending on the ratio of the amplitudes. The crucial
condition is only a double-resonant wave-particle-coupling. However, the process is always
superposed by the gradient-drive mode growth and cannot be treated separately. Consid-
ering a radially constant fast particle distribution, the wave-particle interaction Lagrangian
determined by the equations (3.44) and (3.45) would be zero since the change in the fast
particle distribution δf (Eqn. 3.37) is governed by the gradients.
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Figure 4.37.: Various mode resonances are responsible for the redistribution of fast particles
caused by the BAE and the TAE at time t = 2.0 · 10−3 s. The collective
particle redistribution is caused by the interplay between the p = 0-BAE and
p = −1-TAE resonance.

Because of both transfer mechanisms which are of the same order in this case, the BAE
amplitude approaches the TAE amplitude at the time t = 8.0 · 10−4 s and continues to
grow. It is found that the fast particle redistribution caused by the p = 0-BAE resonance is
enlarged radially due to the increased BAE amplitude (Fig. 4.37). Again, the particles are
further shifted by the TAE via the p = −1-resonance so that an extended plateau is created
between both modes as shown in figure 4.38.
Due to the enlarged mode amplitude and the radial extension of the TAE, fast particles are
redistributed by various TAE resonances with a bounce number from p = −1, ..., 1. At time
t = 2.0 · 10−3 s, the redistribution strength due to the p = −1-resonance is as large as the
strength due to the p = 0-resonance (Fig. 4.37). This differs from the redistribution due to
p = 0 at the beginning (Fig. 4.31) and is caused by the previously explained interplay with
the p = 0-BAE resonance as shown in figure 4.33.
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Gradient-driven Mode Growth

At the beginning, the TAE is driven unstable by the p = 0-resonance for highly energetic
trapped particles (Fig. 4.31) as discussed for the single TAE case (Fig. 4.16). The BAE
amplitude is one order of magnitude smaller than the TAE and therefore does not affect
the TAE induced redistribution significantly. On the contrary, the BAE mode is influenced
significantly by the redistribution caused by the TAE due to the radial localization as shown
in figure 4.32. At the position of the BAE mode an increased radial gradient is generated
by the TAE compared to the initial distribution function. This implies a stronger growth
compared to a single BAE since ω∗ ∼ ∇p (Eqn. 4.8).
The fast particles are redistributed by the BAE within a radial range of s = 0.5 − 0.7 only
(Fig. 4.32 left). This radial region is partially located between both modes so that the TAE
redistributes the ions further radially outwards if the fast particles are also in resonance
with the TAE. This mechanism continues until the gradient flattens over the whole radial
BAE-TAE range generating a broader radial plateau than for a single mode [15]. It has to
be emphasized that the radial overlap of the modes is necessary for the collective particle
transport. If the BAE eigenfunction is localized much more to the plasma centre, both the
collective transport and the increased mode growth of the BAE caused by the TAE induced
particle redistribution vanish.
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Figure 4.31.: Redistribution of trapped particles caused by the BAE and the TAE in the
linear growth phase for time t = 4.0 · 10−4 s . The TAE amplitude is one
order of magnitude larger than that of the BAE. The horizontal lines denote
the radial positions of both modes.

Such a collective transport is to be expected for fast particles which are resonant with
both modes simultaneously. Since the main contribution to the mode drive is due to trapped
particles, the resonance lines for both modes are drawn in the same resonance plot (Fig. 4.33
left). Intersections of resonance lines indicate the phase-space regions where fast ions can
be further redistributed by the TAE. As the BAE amplitude increases up to t = 8.0 · 10−4 s,
the fast particle phase-space at the radial BAE position s = 0.47 and an energy around
E = 130keV (Fig. 4.33 right, black ellipse) is redistributed due to the enhanced BAE mode
growth caused by the increased gradient (Fig. 4.32, right). The fast particles are further
redistributed by the TAE so that the radial gradient at the BAE position remains.
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FIG. 7. A comparison of the resonance plot and the actual distribution of fast particle density (pressure)
for early and late times of a non-linear simulation with both BAE and TAE present. The horizontal lines
indicate the peaks of the radial mode structure. Note that the plot on the left is valid for on-axis energetic
particles (λ = 0), whereas the other graphs represent a pitch angle averaged pressure.

Z represents the vertical distance in meters from the magnetic axis to the turning point of the
trapped particles. The colored lines represent the resonance conditions ω− nωprec− pωt = 0
for both modes (n = 4) and various bounce harmonics p. The middle graph of fig. 7 shows the
change of phase space density weighted with the velocity square v2 of the redistributed ener-
getic particles at an early time in the simulation (t = 4.0 ·10−4), representing the energy transfer
between particles and the wave. One can see that the TAE is predominantly driven by the p = 0
resonance at an energy of E ≈ 400−500 keV at this early stage. Trapped particles with higher
energies and circulating particles are not contributing significantly to the mode drive. The re-
distribution pattern (blue regions represent a decrease of fast particle pressure, red regions an
increase) lines up very well with the resonance plot on the left. Note that the Z-axis and the
normalised minor radius are approximately equivalent in these plots. Since there is no BAE
resonance close to this main TAE (p = 0) resonance in phase space, no additional BAE drive
due to the TAE is expected in this part of the phase space. However, there is an overlap of the
two resonances, p =−1 for the TAE and p = 0 for the BAE, at around E = 150keV. By compar-
ing this low frequency redistribution to the single TAE case (not shown here) and recalling that
the BAE amplitude is very small at this early time one can conclude that the redistribution is
caused almost only by the TAE. As the amplitude of the TAE increases (driven mainly by p = 0
resonance), also the redistribution at the p = −1 resonance becomes more effective due to the
higher mode amplitude. As a consequence, the energetic particle gradient at the BAE position
increases due to the TAE. This explains the extra drive of the BAE due to the TAE compared to
the single BAE case. At t = 6.0 ·10−4 the TAE saturates, while the BAE is still growing since it
taps a different energy reservoir in phase space than the TAE. Once the BAE amplitude reaches
the same amplitude as the TAE , it provides an extra drive for the TAE, as can be seen in the
graph on the right in fig. 7: close to the overlapping region both modes redistribute particles
efficiently and the BAE increases the energetic particle gradient at the position of the TAE. At
this point, both modes can tap a larger reservoir of energy in phase space than the single modes
and therefore a further growth of both modes is observed.
The particles that are in resonance with both modes of the same toroidal mode number play a
special role. If their bounce frequency is equal to the difference frequency ∆ω = ωTAE−ωBAE ,
the particles stay in resonance with both modes and therefore couple their amplitudes: since
they are radially ’trapped’ between both modes, they transfer energy from the mode with higher
amplitude to the mode with lower amplitude [27] .
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Figure 4.19.: Examples of unperturbed particle trajectories for each redistribution region
as shown in Fig. 4.17. The magenta line shows the radial extension of the
n = 4-TAE.

4.2.2. Fast Particle Losses

In this section the fast particle losses caused by a TAE mode are investigated at different
points in time. It is expected in the simulations that fast particles are ejected by the mode
as the amplitude of the eigenmode increases. Due to the fact that no particle source is
available, the fast ion losses will stop as the mode saturates.

From figure 4.21 it can be seen that at the beginning of the linear growth phase no fast
particles are ejected due to the TAE. As an amplitude of A ≈ 5.0 · 10−5 at t = 3.2 · 10−4 s
is reached, particle losses appear (red). The maximal loss amplitude occurs at time t =
5.0 · 10−4 where the mode amplitude has almost reached a saturated level. Thereby, the
fast particle losses show an over-shoot due to weakly-confined particles in the outer plasma
region. After the ejection of these particles, a mean loss amplitude of δf = 1.5 · 1012 is
still present due to the continuing growth of the amplitude caused by the p = −1-resonance
(section 4.2.1). Although the amplitude increases slightly further, the period t > 6.5 · 10−4 s
is denoted as saturation phase (Fig. 4.20).
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Figure 4.43.: Resonance plots of both modes but the fast ion losses caused by the TAE (left)
and the BAE (right) are treated separately. A difference between fast particles
that drive the modes and particles which are ejected is clearly observed.

Due to both mechanisms, the TAE amplitude is increased further as the BAE amplitude
reaches the TAE amplitude. Due to the significantly increased TAE amplitude, an additional
region in the low energetic fast ion loss range appears as the TAE reaches the stochastic
threshold for a single mode. A broader shape of the loss distribution indicates an increasing
influence of stochastic losses. Nevertheless, a striking difference is observed between fast
particles that drive the modes and particles that are ejected (Fig. 4.43).

4.4. Fast Particle Losses for ICRH-generated distributions

In order to compare the fast ion losses with the experimental data, an implemented ICRH-
generated fast particle distribution is used in the following. It has to be investigated how
realistic the implemented distribution is and if all experimental observations can be ex-
plained. Therefore, both single modes and multiple modes in the presence of the anisotropic
distribution function are studied. The results of the mode drive and the fast ion losses are
compared to the simulated results of the isotropic loading first.

The anisotropic ICRH-generated fast particle distribution was introduced in section 3.2.5
and deviates from its isotropic counterpart especially by the narrow initialization of the pitch
angle variable around λ = 0 as shown in figure 3.8. In addition, the particles are loaded
within small poloidal angle segments which are localized around the magnetic axis position
(Fig. 3.7). The same slowing-down distribution in energy as for the isotropic distributions
is used (Eqn. 4.3).
The volume-averaged fast particle beta �βf � (Eqn. 3.82) which is related to the distribution
function determines the particle density. Due to the anisotropy in poloidal space and in the
pitch angle in an ICRH-generated distribution, an increased particle density increases the
constant C in the equation so that an enhanced weight is represented by each marker for
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separatrix

FIG. 8. typical orbits for particles from the region in phase space where the energy exchange is maximal
(left). Middle and right: resonance plots summarising mode drive and loss regions for TAE and BAE.

5. Particle Losses

In this section the energetic particle losses due to the wave-particle resonances are analysed.
Looking at the particle orbits corresponding to the resonant regions in phase space reveals that
there is a difference between particles that dominate the drive and particles that are expelled
from the plasma region and hit the first wall and the fast ion loss detector. Although fig. 7
shows an increased density relatively close to the loss boundary, fig. 8 (left) demonstrates that
the particle orbits at the critical resonance areas are not wide enough (even if their gyro-radius
is included) to directly leave the plasma (see e.g. the 420keV particle in fig. 8). However,
particles at higher energies with larger drift orbits, or particles localised further outside can
be expelled easily because their resonance branches directly intersect the loss region. A small
radial displacement due to the resonant wave field is sufficient to move them on a loss orbit.

4.5. Comparison of Fast Ion Losses: Simulation vs Experiment

to resonant TAE losses coincide very well with the experimental measurements. The lost
ions with E ≈ 300 keV are still included as shown in figure 4.54 (blue trajectory).
The small deviation in pitch angle and the absence of even higher energetic losses of the
’large’ spot can be explained by two reasons: On the one hand, the assumption that the
FILD detector is parallel to the magnetic field lines might not be exactly correct. Increas-
ing γ by only 1◦ (Fig. 4.56) would result in a perfect line up and is within the error bar
for a deviation of ±2◦. On the other hand, the distribution function in energy (Eqn. 4.3)
underestimates high energies since it is assumed that a maximum energy of E0 = 1MeV is
created by the ICRF heating. An increase of E0 to larger values could bring the desirable
effect.
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Figure 4.61.: Loss pattern of selected fast ion losses caused by both modes in the presence

of an isotropic fast particle distribution. Only trapped particles which have

their bounce points between R = 1.6 m −1.8 m are plotted in contrast to the

total losses shown in figure 4.60 (right).

The initialization of the ICRH-generated distribution should avoid the need for a loss
selection. In figure 4.62, the losses for the two mode case are shown. The loss region co-
incides partly with the experiment (blue ellipses). The ’small’ spot is however missing as
for the single TAE with an isotropic loading. The simulated loss region partly agrees with
the ’large’ spot but has a wrong distribution in pitch angle. The lost particles with smaller
pitch angles and the absence of low energetic particles are due to the chosen loading of the
fast ions (Fig. 3.7). If trapped particles are initialized near to the plasma edge, they have
their turning points at the HF side. This results in smaller pitch angles when the particles
are lost (Fig. 4.59). Furthermore, the fast particle initialization near Rmag excludes trapped
ions with low energies located on the LF side.

Although the ’ICRH-generated’ distribution is more realistic, the fast ion losses caused
by both modes in the presence of an isotropic distribution coincide much better after the
particle selection. This is due to the inclusion of all possible trapped particle orbits but
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FIG. 9. Loss pattern (normalised to the maxi-
mal loss amplitude) at the detector position in-
cluding finite Larmor-radius effects, calculated
with the extended HAGIS code. The ellipses in-
dicate the experimental result [4], taking into
account drift corrections in the detector.

These regions are the ones indicated by the red el-
lipses in fig. 8. Note that due to the core locali-
sation of the BAE there are no low-energy losses
although there are intersections of the resonance
branches and the loss region. Employing the ex-
tended version of HAGIS with a vacuum region
and a detailed model for the fast particle detec-
tor [27], allows to map the losses on a pitch an-
gle - energy plane and thus directly compare to
the data obtained with the fast ion loss detector
at ASDEX Upgrade [29]. Fig. 9 shows the loss
pattern in direct comparison to the experimental
measurements [4]. For this plot, only trapped par-
ticles were considered that have their turning point
close to the magnetic axis. Remarkable agreement
is found, validating the code extension and the nu-
merical model for the detector. Inaccurate mod-
elling assumptions such as a more localised BAE

eigenfunction as observed in the experiment and a more realistic ICRF distribution function are
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expected to change some quantitative features of these results (absolute amplitudes) but not the
qualitative picture of the loss mechanism, as discussed in ref. [27].

6. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper the properties of low-frequency Alfvén-Acoustic modes are discussed and their
influence on energetic particle transport are investigated: in order to quantitatively analyse the
shear-Alfvén-acoustic continuum at and below ωBAE and compare to the experiment, a kinetic
dispersion relation including diamagnetic effects is required. Also trapped particle dynamics
becomes increasingly important as the mode frequencies decrease. Several stable eigenmodes
were found numerically close to the BAE accumulation point. Their existence depends inter
alia on the background gradients and they can be driven unstable - despite strong ion Landau
damping - by steep enough background temperature profiles. This analysis was carried out for
n,m = 4 modes and thus relatively steep gradients are necessary for destabilisation (ω∗ ∼ m).
Experimentally, energetic ICRF-generated ions easily destabilise several BAEs with different
mode numbers n = 3−6. Simulations with realistic distribution functions are on the way.
Since BAEs tap their energy from a different region in phase space than TAEs and the overlap of
resonances can couple the amplitudes of BAEs and TAEs, the saturation level of this two mode
system is considerably higher that that of the single modes. This mechanism seems to explain
very well the experimental loss patterns on the fast ion loss detector at ASDEX Upgrade.

The authors want to thank S.D. Pinches for his support concerning the HAGIS code and F.
Zonca for various discussions and elucidating remarks on low frequency physics.
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